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» With FUjitsU’s BLadeFrame technoLogy, oUr data center BareLy takes UP as mUch sPace as three 
19-inch racks. and Less means more in this case since oUr administrative exPense is drasticaLLy 
LoWer aLthoUgh We are BeneFiting From signiFicant imProvement in terms oF eFFiciency.«
Frank Kretschmer, edP Manager, Bonn university Library

GeaRING uP FOR tHe FutuRe – WItH a dyNaMIc data ceNteR 
The Bonn University Library’s EDP department, which operates and 
maintains the library’s IT infrastructure, is the driving force behind the 
organization’s commitment to ongoing improvement in the area of EDP. 
This department’s role is essentially to make resources and reference 
databases available to users and support complex user systems. These 
activities entail a level of sophistication that makes high performance 
and high availability virtually indispensable, especially since expectations 
and needs are rapidly increasing. Given this situation, the heterogeneous 
server landscape previously in place was actually counterproductive. And 
that’s when the IT team headed by Frank Kretschmer decided that 
modernization would be the best way to align IT operations with future 
needs. The customer was able to count on support from two sources, 
Fujitsu’s Account Manager Christian Böhme and Jan Oettgen, who headed 
the modernization project team from CANCOM IT Solutions GmbH.

FasteR ResPONse aNd BetteR use OF ResOuRces
The project decision-makers decided to deploy a PRIMERGY BladeFrame 
virtualization solution from Fujitsu to implement the client’s moderniza-
tion plans and gear up for the future. In an initial phase, a PRIMERGY 
BladeFrame BF200 was installed and a server farm and numerous stand-
alone servers immediately migrated to the new BF200.  That gave the 
client a virtualized server pool that represented a promising first step in 
the direction of total consolidation. The result was a reduction in com-
plexity, which meant faster data center response. In addition, availability 
of IT services was exceptionally reliable, and management became simpler. 
That meant the project had gotten off to a good start. Driven by this 
positive experience, the library’s EDP team then proceeded to expand the 
IT infrastructure. The ultimate goal was to anticipate future needs and 
migrate the entire server landscape to the virtualized server pools from 
Fujitsu – for the ultimate in dynamic performance! The acquisition of a 
second PRIMERGY BladeFrame BF200 server solution then completed 
the virtual system environment. A NetApp FAS2050 Cluster was also 
installed for central storage. The entire system is housed in three extremely 
compact, space-saving PRIMECENTER racks, and the overall solution 
also features integrated PRIMERGY RX200 servers that are used to run 
special applications. All in all, the IT environment of the Bonn University 
Library has taken on a new dimension in quality. In addition to virtual-
ization, the data center also boasts a high level of automation. Protection 
against outages is based on the n+1 redundancy of the BladeFrame 
systems and an uninterruptible power supply (UPS).

the Bonn University Library, which the university’s 
central lending and research library, serves ap-
proximately 28,000 students and 2,500 scholars 
and scientists. www.ulb.uni-bonn.de

tHe custOMeR

tHe PROject

modernization to create a dynamic data center using virtualization and 
high-availability technologies.

tHe sOLutION

the project involved expansion and implementation in two phases. in an initial 
phase, a Primergy BladeFrame BF200 system went into productive operation in 
the year 2008. most recently, the infrastructure was expanded on the basis 
of a second virtualized Primergy BladeFrame BF200 server Pool to make 
it possible to consolidate all servers on the two BF200 systems. in addi-
tion, the project also involved installation of Primergy rx200 rack servers, 
Primecenter racks and a netapp Fas2050 cluster.

www.ts.fujitsu.com
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BeNeFIts FOR tHe custOMeR

  introduction of virtualization and high-availability technologies
  high level of automation
  complete migration of the “old” server farm to the new platform
  increased protection against outages
  drastic reduction in the complexity of the data center
  simplified system management for greater efficiency
  optimized cooling design for the servers

Phase i:
  1x Primergy BladeFrame BF200 with 2x Primergy rx200 rack servers, 
1x 10 kva masterguard UPs

Phase ii:
  1x Primergy BladeFrame BF200 with 2x Primergy racks,  
1x netapp Fas2050, 2x Primergy rx200 s6 rack servers,  
1x 10 kva masterguard UPs

  integration services from Fujitsu

HaRdWaRe, sOFtWaRe, seRvIces

GROWING cHaLLeNGes FOR It
The services offered by the Bonn University Library are much in demand 
by the approximately 28,000 students and 2,500 scholars and researchers 
who use the library‘s holdings for educational and research purposes. 
Since content and knowledge come in many more formats and media 
in our digital age than was the case only a decade ago, IT is becoming 
increasingly important. Today, reference databases and electronic full 
text functionality have changed the nature of access to and the use of 
knowledge, which presents major challenges for IT infrastructures. The 
specialists of the Bonn University Library’s EDP department were of 
course aware of this. The steady increase in demand for storage capacity, 
power-hungry applications and expansion of user accounts combined to 
put an excessive load on the library’s existing server infrastructure. The 
data center, which had a very heterogeneous server landscape, could no 
longer deliver the required performance. A modernization project was 
the logical next step. As a result, the library’s goals were:

  to consolidate its server farms
  to increase the availability of IT systems
  to achieve a significant reduction in maintenance and  
administrative expense

  to permit stable, high-performance Internet connectivity
  to align the overall landscape with future needs

vIRtuaLIZed seRveR POOL FOR dyNaMIc INFRastRuctuRes
When it came time to implement the project, the IT decision-makers 
of the Bonn University Library relied on the support of two strong 
partners – Fujitsu and CANCOM IT Solutions GmbH, a systems integra-
tor. This partnership resulted in a new IT infrastructure that was put in 
place in two successive modernization phases. Both subprojects were 
based on the choice of PRIMERGY BladeFrame BF200s as the core 
components for the new dynamic server solution. After the client intro-
duced virtualization in an initial phase with a PRIMERGY BladeFrame 
BF200 and started to consolidate the existing server landscape, integration 
of a second BladeFrame BF200 system followed in a subsequent phase. 
A NetApp FAS2050 Cluster was chosen as the central storage instance 

for the two units. PRIMERGY RX200 Servers are used for special appli-
cations such as, for example, load balancing. All components are distrib-
uted over three PRIMECENTER Racks supplied by Fujitsu, as were the 
two 10-kVA Masterguard UPSs. This uninterruptible power supply 
combines with n+1 redundancy to guarantee a high level of security. 

a NeW data ceNteR WItH a NeW aPPROacH – Less MeaNs MORe
EDP department head and project manager Frank Kretschmer expressed 
his satisfaction with the deployment of the project and singled out the 
driver for credit:

“any Project is BoUnd to invoLve ProBLems, BUt comPetent Partners can 
soLve them as they arise. By Providing the technoLogy and integration 
services, FUjitsU made a very Positive contriBUtion to the overaLL sUccess-
FUL oUtcome oF the Project.”

What makes the technology that went into the data center of the Bonn 
University Library really impressive is how compact everything is. It’s 
hard to imagine that such a small package can delivers so much perfor-
mance. The two PRIMERGY BladeFrame BF200 units that make up the 
dynamic server solution combine with the central NetApp storage to 
permit optimal high-availability management of IT resources. The data 
center is now extremely flexible and configured to grow to accommo-
date new requirements and new applications without any increase in 
physical size.
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